CHAIR YOGA
With

YOGA ACHARYA DINA KHIMASIA
MUDRAS

Mudras are hand gestures done using the hand and fingers. They help to seal the prana (subtle
vital energy) in various parts of the body. As per Ayurveda various diseases occur due to
imbalance in our bodies. This happens due to either too much or too little of the five elements
that our bodies are made up of.
These five elements: fire, air, ether, earth and water are represented by our fingers. Our
fingers have the power of healing by adjusting the flow of energy (prana).






Our thumb represents
Our index finger represents
Our middle finger represents
Our ring finger represents
Our last little finger represents

FIRE
AIR
ETHER(SPACE)
EARTH
WATER

AGNI
VAYU
AKASH
PRITHVI
JAL
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BENEFITS OF VAYU (AIR) MUDRA

With each hand, bend the index finger and press the thumb on the index
finger.
This mudra is said to be effective if one tries to do it three times a day for
15 minutes each time.
When air (vayu) element in the body increases because of diet or
lifestyle, many disturbances occur.
Vayu mudra helps to decrease the Vayu element.
Vayu mudra helps with health issues relating to too much gas/wind,
acidity, gout, sciatica, Parkinson’s, knee pains, cervical Spondylitis, pain in
the neck, frozen shoulders and joint pains.
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BENEFITS OF SHOONYA (AKASH/ETHER/SPACE) MUDRA

The Middle finger of the hands represents Ether/Space/Akash. Space is
all over the world and in every cell of our body.
Bend the middle finger towards the base of the thumb and gently press
the thumb over it.
This mudra can be done daily for 30 to 45 minutes per day or break it
into 3 sessions of 10 to 15 minutes per day.
This mudra benefits pain in the ears, vertigo, tinnitus. Space element
in the body causes various types of illnesses such as ear problems,
cardiac arrests, numbness in the head, abdomen.
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BENEFITS OF SURYA (EARTH/PRITHVI) MUDRA
Bend the ring finger towards the base of the thumb, and gently press the
thumb over it.
This mudra can be performed for 30 to 45 minutes per day or broken into
3 sessions of 10 to 15 minutes per day.
This mudra produces heat in the body; thus a good mudra for the winter
season. It helps the metabolism system.
It helps with intolerance to shivering and cold temperatures. It also helps
in reducing weight and thyroid issues. It helps with loss of appetite,
indigestion and constipation.
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BENEFITS OF JAL (WATER) MUDRA
Touch the tip of the thumb and the last finger together & keep the
other three fingers straight.
Can be done whenever needed or three times a day for 15 minutes each
time.
Approximately 70% of our body is made up of water. Maintaining the
balance of this water plays an important part in keeping us healthy.
It can help with health issues such as dry eyes, dry skin, dry mouth, and
helps also with kidney and bladder issues.
This mudra helps to keep the fluid in a healthy state of balance.
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BENEFITS OF ADI MUDRA
Bend the thumb inside the palm and place the other fingers over it in a
tight fist.
This mudra can be done for a maximum of 30 minutes - 10 minutes each
in the morning, afternoon and at night.
It is an excellent mudra to balance all the five body elements. It brings a
good flow of oxygen to the brain and heart. It also increases the lung
capacity.






Thumb indicates fire element (Agni)
Index finger represents the air element (Vayu)
Middle finger represents the ether/space element (Akash)
Ring finger represents the earth element (Prithvi)
Little finger represents the water element (Jal)
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Water/
Jal

Earth/
Prithvi

Ether/
Space/
Akash

Air/
Vayu

Agni/
Fire
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